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Abstract. Text-VQA refers to the set of problems that reason about
the text present in an image to answer specific questions regarding the
image content. Previous works in text-VQA have largely followed the
common strategy of feeding various input modalities (OCR, Objects,
Question) to an attention-based learning framework. Such approaches
treat the OCR tokens as independent entities and ignore the fact that
these tokens often come correlated in an image representing a larger
‘meaningful’ entity. The ‘meaningful’ entity potentially represented by
a group of OCR tokens could be primarily discerned by the layout of
the text in the image along with the broader context it appears. In the
proposed work, we aim to cluster the OCR tokens using a novel spatially-
aware and knowledge-enabled clustering technique that uses an external
knowledge graph to improve the answer prediction accuracy of the text-
VQA problem. Our proposed algorithm is generic enough to be applied
to any multi-modal transformer architecture used for text-VQA training.
We showcase the objective and subjective effectiveness of the proposed
approach by improving the performance of the M4C model on the Text-
VQA datasets.

Keywords: Text VQA · Scene Text Clustering · Knowledge Graph.

1 Introduction

Text-VQA plays an integral role in the automatic understanding of images that
come along with rich contextual text data. Specific questions regarding the con-
tent of text in an image can only be answered with the contextual understanding
of the various objects in the image along with the detected text. The success of
text-VQA approaches not only relies on proper reasoning regarding the inter-
dependency between visual and textual content but also on the correlation be-
tween different words present in the textual content.

Previous works in text-VQA have focused on establishing inter-relationships
between multiple modalities [1],[12],[22],[18] involving objects in the image, OCR-
detected text [10], and questions asked about the textual content. The different
modalities are fed as inputs to a multi-modal attention framework involving
transformers and learned in an end-to-end fashion with the answer as the ground
truth data. While it makes sense to learn the cross-correlation between the ques-
tion, image content(objects) and the detected OCR tokens using the guidance
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from answer ground truths, the correlation between various OCR tokens in an
image cannot be learned in a similar way. Though the OCR tokens are detected
separately, in many cases they form a group or cluster with a larger context
involved. The understanding of this broader group of OCR tokens is imperative
to rightly answer many questions involved in a text-VQA task. In this work, we
focus on understanding the broader context in which the OCR tokens can be
grouped and subsequently feed the grouping information to a transformer-based
attentional framework with the aim to improve the accuracy of the text-VQA
task.

Fig. 1: Our approach clusters the OCR tokens based on their spatial layout and
an external knowledge graph. The clustering information functions as an addi-
tional input to a multi-modal transformer framework to improve the accuracy
of the text-VQA problem.

The grouping of OCR tokens under the broader context can be better un-
derstood by considering the example shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the OCR
tokens detected are ‘Making’, ‘Visible’, ‘Mira’, ‘Schendel’, and so on. Though
individual OCR tokens ‘Mira’ and ‘Schendel’ can occur with independent mean-
ings, in Figure 1, they represent the name of the person ‘Mira Schendel’. To
correctly answer the question ‘Whose name is written on the white booklet?’,
the training network will need knowledge of the aforementioned grouping. Our
work proposes a novel method for OCR token grouping using a joint approach
that exploits the spatial layout of the tokens as well as the information available
from external knowledge bases. We can easily verify from Figure 1 that the spa-
tial layout of the OCR token indeed holds a strong clue regarding their grouping
while the presence of such a meaningful entity could be further established with
the help of an external knowledge graph.

The proposed work can be summarized in the following key points:

i) We improve the scene text clustering technique proposed in [26] by considering
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the impact of spatial layout in grouping the tokens
ii) We modify the clustering algorithm parameters based on the inputs from
external knowledge bases and propose a novel method to ingrain the external
knowledge into the clustering technique.
iii) We devise a novel method to incorporate the OCR clustering information into
the multi-modal transformer architecture and train it in an end-to-end fashion
to showcase improved objective and subjective results in text-VQA problems.

2 Background

2.1 Text Visual Question Answering (Text-VQA)

Text-VQA involves answering questions that require models to explicitly rea-
son about the text present in the image. Multiple datasets [18],[1], [10], [7], [9]
have been proposed for the text-VQA task. Subsequently, several methods have
also been proposed for this task. Broadly, the popular methods can be cate-
gorized into vanilla attention-based models [1], graph-based models [21], and
transformer-based models [12], [22]. An example of attention-based models is
LoRRA [1] which extends the Pythia framework [19] by including an additional
attention mode for OCR tokens to reason over a combined list of vocabulary
and detected OCR tokens. Multiple approaches have also incorporated the OCR
tokens as a modality in their models [10], [20], and [18]. [21] builds a three-layer
multi-modal graph comprising numeric, semantic and visual features and then
trains a graph neural network for the Text-VQA task. Recently, transformer-
based methods [12], [22] have been widely re-used for text VQA tasks by adapt-
ing the framework to accept multiple modalities for OCR tokens, Visual features
and Question tokens. We elaborate on [12] (which is our baseline) in the following
subsection.

There are other recent works that leverage large pre-trained encoder-decoder
language models and Vision Transformers (ViTs) which are topping the leader-
board of the text-VQA tasks [23], [24], [25]. Also, these models use OCR systems
(Google-OCR, Azure-OCR, etc.) that are more accurate than the Rosetta-OCR
results provided with the Text-VQA dataset [1].We chose M4C as a baseline
model and used Rosetta-OCR results [12] to best demonstrate the advantage
of the proposed clustering strategy. However, our proposed method is modu-
lar and scalable and thus can be plug-and-played with any transformer-based
architecture.

2.2 Multimodal Multi-Copy Mesh (M4C)

M4C [12] builds on top of the [13] to create a multimodal transformer module.
This multimodal transformer has input modalities namely, question tokens, ob-
ject embeddings, and OCR tokens. The feature extraction procedure for these
three modalities is as follows:
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1. Question Words: The question words are encoded using a pre-trained BERT
model [14]. The question embedding is fed into the transformer through the
question modality.

2. Detected Objects: The objects in the image are detected by passing the
image through a Faster R-CNN network [15] to detect the proposals. The
object embedding is generated by adding positional information (about the
bounding box) about the normalized coordinates of the object, thus making
the embedding richer.

3. OCR tokens: The OCR features are extracted through FastText [16], Faster
R-CNN detector [15] and Pyramidal Histogram of Characters (PHOC) [17].
These features form parts of the OCR embedding. Additionally, positional
information (about the bounding box) is also added to enrich the OCR
embedding.

The M4C model projects the feature representations from these three modalities
as vectors in a learned common embedding space. The model learns to predict the
answer through iterative decoding accompanied by a dynamic pointer network.
The work M4C was the first breakthrough in text-VQA which demonstrated
the use of multimodal transformer architecture. M4C was benchmarked on text-
VQA datasets like Text-VQA [1] and ST-VQA [18] and achieved SOTA results
on the same.

2.3 Scene Text Clustering

Scene Text clustering is relatively a new idea in the text-VQA domain. There
has been only one such attempt in the past where Lu et. al [26] clustered the
tokens based on the bounding box coordinates and passed on that information
to a multimodal transformer through positional embeddings. However, this ap-
proach does not cluster the tokens at a local level, due to which a larger set of
tokens are grouped together. It is also prone to grouping unrelated tokens with
significant differences in font size together just because they might be in close
vicinity. Apart from this, it uses positional embeddings for token numbers and
line numbers as well. In contrast to the clustering approach in [26], we leverage
the spatial alignment of the OCR tokens and the related external knowledge to
make the clusters more localized and meaningful. Furthermore, we explored the
idea of passing the clustering information through a simple mechanism instead
of positional encodings.

3 Spatially-Aware and Knowledge-Enabled Clustering

In this paper, we propose an approach that uses features of OCR bounding boxes
to cluster tokens together. Our contribution is novel in the following ways:

1. Implemented a localized clustering that works at an entity level unlike the
approach proposed in [26].
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2. Utilized the spatial layout of OCR tokens by introducing a height penalty
parameter in the clustering method.

3. Clustered the OCR tokens to meaningful entities by combining the spatial
layout information of tokens with the external knowledge of WikiData.

Thus, our approach is spatially-aware by clustering the tokens based on spatial
features and knowledge-enabled by identifying the group of tokens based on their
actual meaning and presence in the knowledge graph.
Clustering is done in the pre-processing stage and the outputs of clustering are
then fed to a multimodal transformer.

Fig. 2: An overview of our spatially-aware and knowledge-enabled approach. (a)
Image with OCR Bounding boxes. (b) The OCR tokens are clustered at differ-
ent levels based on the eps parameter that produces clusters with larger group
sizes to smaller group sizes. (c) WikiData Knowledge graph is used to iden-
tify real-world entities from the clustered tokens. (d) The clusters are identified
based on KG modifications and, (e) bounding boxes of grouped OCR tokens are
concatenated with the original bounding boxes of tokens. (f) The concatenated
bounding box vector is passed on to a multimodal transformer that eventually
uses a Dynamic Pointer Network to produce the output.
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3.1 Spatially Aware Clustering

We use the DBSCAN[29] algorithm to cluster bounding boxes in each image dur-
ing the preprocessing stage. Each bounding box is represented by 17 features, 16
features coming from x, and y coordinates of the top left, top right, bottom left,
bottom right, top midpoint, bottom midpoint, left midpoint, and right midpoint
points of the bounding box and 17th feature is the height of the box. These fea-
tures are passed to the DBSCAN algorithm for all the images and the clustering
is tuned by the epsilon(eps) parameter that specifies how close boxes should be
to each other to be considered a part of a cluster. The difference from traditional
DBSCAN is that we use custom distance computation for clustering.

To compute the distance we first choose the two nearest points between
the boxes using euclidean distance, and then the distance is penalized by the
height difference between the two boxes. The idea here is to increase the distance
between two boxes for clustering that has significant differences in their height
even after being in close vicinity.

distance = d+ λ×∆H (1)

Here, d is the Euclidean distance between the two nearest points of bounding
boxes, λ is a penalty parameter and ∆H is the height difference between the
boxes.
The clustering is tuned in such a way that it focuses on grouping together tokens
at a localized level.

Fig. 3: Multi-level clustering happens at three eps values 0.07, 0.05, and, 0.03.
Starting with eps=0.07, the clustered tokens are concatenated and queried on
WikiData. The same is done for other eps values and the largest string that
finds a match in the WikiData query is retained in the final clustering. Refer to
Section 3.2 for more details.
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3.2 Knowledge Enabled Clustering

As demonstrated in Figure 2, oftentimes, the text present in the image contains
a real-world entity like the author’s name, organization name, brand name, etc.
Such real-world entities are stored in publicly available knowledge graphs. Our
idea is to leverage a knowledge graph - WikiData to cluster real-world entities
that are present in the image.

To cluster larger entities and to reduce the number of queries hit on WikiData
APIs we take a sequential clustering approach where multi-level spatially aware
clustering is done for each image. Initial clustering is done with a larger eps
value, creating clusters with more tokens. In subsequent clustering, the eps value
is decreased and clusters get smaller. This is done for eps values 0.07, 0.05, and
0.03. The sequence of steps in our proposed clustering is described below:

1. A global clustering variable(global cluster) is initialized with -1 for all the
tokens.

2. The clustering result with the same order is picked, and tokens from each
cluster are joined into a single string S.

3. S is then queried on WikiData and if S exists as an entity then the tokens
present in S are assigned the same cluster in the global cluster and this
cluster assignment cannot be changed by any further smaller cluster.

4. The above(3) process continues until the last cluster.

5. Finally, the tokens that still have no cluster assigned are passed through a
cluster reassignment method, which simply assigns new cluster ids based on
the eps 0.05 results.

Refer to Algorithm 1 for the pseudo-code of the approach.

3.3 Feature Engineering of Clustering Annotations

Scene Text Clustering is done during the preprocessing stage where every to-
ken is assigned an additional key cluster bbox that stores the bounding box
coordinate of the cluster that the token belongs to. During the training, this
additional information is concatenated with every token’s original bounding box
coordinates vector. Thus, making the final OCR bounding vector 8-dimensional

xb′

n = [xtop left, ytop left, xbottom right, ybottom right,

x′
top left, y

′
top left, x

′
bottom right, y

′
bottom right]

(2)

This information is further linearly projected (into the same hidden-size space as
described in [12]) before adding it to the embedding formed from the FastText,
Faster-RCNN and PHOC features. The OCR feature embedding is created as
follows (similar to [12]):

xocr
n = LN(W3x

ft
n +W4x

fr
n +W5x

p
n) + LN(W6x

b′

n ) (3)
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to Assign Cluster Ids to each token in a single Image

n← number of OCR tokens in the image
token list← list of OCR Tokens
global cluster ← [−1,−1, ...,−1]1×n

for eps value in [0.07, 0.05default, 0.03] do ▷ Decreasing order of eps value to ensure

multi-level clustering

cluster ids = DBSCAN(eps=eps value)
for S in stringify(token list, cluster ids) do ▷ Stringify joins tokens in the

same cluster and creates a list of Strings

if S in WikiData then
for token in S.tokens() do

cluster id = cluster ids[token]
if global cluster[token] == −1 then

global cluster[token]← cluster id
end if

end for
end if

end for
for token in token list do

if global clustertoken == -1 then
global cluster[token]← token cluster iddefault ▷ Cluster ids assigned here

does not overlap with any existing id in the global cluster

end if
end for

where W3, W4, W5 and W6 are learned projection matrices and LN() is a layer
normalization; xft

n , xfr
n , xp

n and xb′

n are FastText vector, Faster-RCNN (appear-
ance) feature, Pyramidal Histogram of Character (PHOC) feature and concate-
nation of location feature and cluster aggregation result respectively.

This embedding is now richer in terms of the positioning of the related “mean-
ingful” entity to which the OCR token belongs.

Another variation experimented with the OCR cluster embedding was feed-
ing it through a linear layer instead of concatenating it with the OCR token
embedding. In this approach, we project the OCR cluster Bounding box (xb′′

n )
and the OCR token Bounding Box (xb

n) differently before adding them as de-
scribed in the equation below.

xocr
n = LN(W3x

ft
n +W4x

fr
n +W5x

p
n) + LN(W6x

b
n) + LN(W7x

b′′

n ) (4)

where W7 is a learned projection matrices and LN() is a layer normalization;
xb′′

n is cluster aggregation result.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

Text-VQA One of the datasets extensively used for Text Visual Question An-
swering experiments is Text-VQA [1]. Text-VQA dataset contains images from
the Open Images dataset [2] from categories containing text like “billboard”,
“traffic sign” and “whiteboard”. The dataset contains 28,408 images and 45,336
questions asked by (sighted) humans over them. Each question-image pair has 10
ground truth annotations (given by humans). The training set contains 34,602
questions based on 21,953 images whereas the validation set contains 5,000 ques-
tions based on 3,166 images.

ST-VQA The ST-VQA dataset [18] contains images from a combination of
public datasets used for scene text understanding and general computer vision
tasks. The ST-VQA comprises images from six datasets namely: ICDAR 2013
[3] and ICDAR 2015 [4], ImageNet [5], VizWiz [6], IIIT Scene Text Retrieval
[7], Visual Genome [8], and COCO-Text [9]. ST-VQA dataset contains a total of
31,791 questions over 23,038 images. The training set contains 26,308 questions
based on 19,027 images. We only use the training set for our experiments.

OCR-VQA-200K The dataset OCR-VQA [10] is derived from [11]. This dataset
contains cover images of the books including meta-data containing author names,
titles and genres. The OCR-VQA dataset comprises 207,572 images and 1,002,146
question-answer pairs. The training set contains approximately 800,000 question-
answer pairs whereas the validation set contains 100,000 pairs.

4.2 Implementation Details

Concatenation of OCR Bounding Boxes (Concat-Boxes) The image con-
sists of multiple OCR tokens which are clustered by the Multi-level clustering
module (refer to Figure 2) according to the information from the Knowledge
Graph. This process is described in greater detail in Section 3. The clustering
algorithm identifies the labels of the OCR tokens and their corresponding clus-
ter. Thus, every OCR token forms a part of a larger group of OCR tokens. In
this experiment, the OCR bounding box feature is concatenated with the infor-
mation of the cluster (minimum and maximum boundaries of the box in both
dimensions). The aim is to find the tightest bounding box which can cover all the
OCR tokens in the cluster. We utilise the annotations of the Rosetta OCR sys-
tem [28] for our experiments. The resultant bounding box OCR embedding (xb′

n )
is thus 8-dimensional (4 (token) + 4 (concat box)). This information is further
linearly projected (into the same hidden-size space as described in [12]) before
adding it to the embedding formed from the FastText, Faster-RCNN and PHOC
features. The OCR feature embedding is created as discussed in Subsection 3.3
(similar to [12]).
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Following this, we apply a similar training strategy as described by [12] for
the transformer module. We conduct two runs with this model, (i)Only Text-
VQA training data, and (ii)Text-VQA + ST-VQA training data.

The experiment results are presented in Table 1. The validation set questions
were divided into three subsets to evaluate the impact of the clustering strategy:
(i) Single-word answers – QA pairs with the answer as a single word, (ii) Multi-
word answers – QA pairs with the answer as two or more words, and (iii) Limited
OCR tokens – QA pairs where the number of OCR tokens is within the 75th
percentile of the overall number of OCR tokens distribution. The third subset
was selected to further evaluate the effectiveness of clustering, as clustering is
most effective when the number of tokens in the scene text is limited.

This strategy (Concat-Boxes) helps the model increase the single-word ac-
curacy (in the first run with only Text-VQA training data) as compared to the
baseline by 0.03%. Additionally, it also boosted the overall model accuracy
by nearly 0.4% in the second run. Moreover, it also pushed the multi-word
accuracy by 0.72%, and 0.61% in limited OCR tokens set. The results of
the experiments on the dataset OCR-VQA-200K [10] are presented in Table 2.

Linear Projection of the Concatenation of OCR Bounding Boxes (Concat-
Boxes Linear Projection) The first experiment involved directly concatenat-
ing the OCR cluster Bounding Box with the OCR token Bounding Box. In this
approach, we project the OCR cluster Bounding box (xb′′

n ) and the OCR token
Bounding Box (xb

n) differently before adding them as described in Subsection
3.3.

This experiment was designed to investigate whether different projection ma-
trices for OCR tokens and cluster Bounding Box would help the transformer get
better information. Similar to the previous experiment, we conduct two runs
with this model, (i)Only Text-VQA training data and (ii)Text-VQA + ST-VQA
training data.

The results of the experiment are tabulated in Table 1. The results demon-
strate that we only improve the single-word accuracy at a marginal cost of overall
accuracy, in the first run. In the second run, there is a marginal increment in
the single-word and multi-word data subsets.

Thus, we can conclude that the addition of the linear projection of the cluster
bounding box coordinates makes the model less attentive to the OCR clusters.
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Validation Accuracy

Model
Dataset for
training

TextVQA
(entire)

Single-word Multi-word
Limited
OCR

TextVQA 39.65 47.13 34.28 41.52
Baseline

TextVQA + STVQA 40.24 48.36 34.42 41.82

TextVQA 38.55 46.57 32.81 40.11
LOGOS1[26]

TextVQA + STVQA 39.51 47.6 33.7 41.2

TextVQA 39.32 47.16 33.7 40.92
(1) Concat-Boxes

TextVQA + STVQA 40.64 48.31 35.14 42.43

TextVQA 39.28 47.94 33.07 40.72
(2) Concat-Boxes Linear

Projection TextVQA + STVQA 40.19 47.88 34.68 41.32

Table 1: Accuracy scores for experiments 1 and 2. Results in the second row
represent the validation accuracy of LOGOS [26]. The improvements over the
baseline are shown in bold. The best configuration is Concat-Boxes with training
data from TextVQA and ST-VQA. There is a considerable improvement of nearly
0.4% in the overall accuracy, 0.72% in the Multi-word subset, and 0.61% in the
limited OCR (as compared to the baseline). As the code for [26] is not public,
we created our own implementation of the algorithm.

Validation Accuracy

Model
Dataset for
training

OCR-VQA-200K
(entire)

Single-word Multi-word
Limited
OCR

Baseline OCR-VQA-200K 63.48 86.80 44.80 63.47

(1) Concat-Boxes OCR-VQA-200K 63.61 86.87 44.98 63.53

Table 2: Accuracy numbers for Concat-Boxes model on OCR-VQA-200K
citeocrvqa dataset. There is an improvement of 0.13% in the overall accuracy.
Additionally, the multi-word analysis also shows an improvement of 0.18%.

1 our implementation of LOGOS[26]
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Q: What band is featured on

all three items?

Baseline: beatles beates

Ours: the beatles

Q: This establishment is called

coach and what?

Baseline: coach youngers

Ours: coach & horses

Q: What does the box say at

the bottom?

Baseline: christmes

Ours: merry christmas

Q: Who is the author of this

book?

Baseline: brian aldiss

Ours: brian w. aldiss

Q: Where is this mug featur-

ing?

Baseline: daytona beach fla

Ours: daytona beach

Q: What’s the book title?

Baseline: american tales

Ours: american gothic tales

Q: What is this publication

called?

Baseline: global book

Ours: the open book

Q: What does the light sign

read on the farthest right win-

dow?

Baseline: all light

Ours: bud light

Q: What is on the bottom left?

Baseline: ouble bonus

Ours: double bonus

Fig. 4: Qualitative Examples: These examples show the QA pairs (from Text-
VQA dataset [1]) along with the bounding box highlighting the captured mean-
ingful entity based on the question. The baseline considered was M4C[12] and
our model is as shown in Table 1(1).
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Q: What is the title of this book?

Baseline: the kingly sanctuary for a jew-

ish student has become disillusioned

Ours: the kingly sanctuary

Q: Who is the author of this book?

Baseline: wayne w. dyer

Ours: dr. wayne w. dyer

Q: Who wrote this book?

Baseline: ursula k. guin

Ours: ursula k. le guin

Q: What is the title of this book?

Baseline: the aesthetics of aquinas

Ours: the aesthetics of thomas aquinas

Fig. 5: More Qualitative Examples: These examples demonstrate the subjective
improvement on OCR-VQA-200K [10] dataset. The baseline considered was
M4C[12] and our model is as shown in Table 2(1).

5 Discussion

1. Text-KVQA dataset [27] contains questions that need to be answered using
external knowledge whereas Text-VQA [1] doesn’t need the same. The QA
pairs in Text-VQA dataset mostly refer to a “meaningful entity” present in
the scene text data. As opposed to the knowledge-graph-based works on the
Text-KVQA datasets, this work focuses on finding a meaningful entity in the
scene text data using external knowledge. To the best of our understanding,
our knowledge-graph-based clustering approach is the first such attempt to
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answer questions on Text-VQA dataset. The clustering algorithm is trans-
ferable to a different domain which can expect the integration of multiple
and new knowledge graphs. This emphasizes the scalability and modularity
of the algorithm.

2. Although, clustering the meaningful entities in the scene text improves the
accuracy for many QA pairs, for some examples as shown in Figure 6, the
answers need to be extracted partially from that entity. In those scenarios,
clustering information can force the multimodal transformer to output the
entire clustered entity as the answer.

3. Aside from the height discrepancy penalty, which aims to address variations
in size among OCR tokens, features based on font style can also enhance clus-
tering and open up the potential for further investigation. Another potential
avenue for model improvement is the integration of a dynamic vocabulary of
OCR clusters, similar to the approach used with OCR tokens in the M4C de-
coder [12]. This can lead to improved predictions and provide an alternative
option to simply choosing a cluster as the answer.

Q: How many sides of this in-

tersection have a stop sign?

Baseline: 4

Ours: 4-way

Q: What city is listed on the

bottle?

Baseline: milan

Ours: milan mich.

Q: what does the sign say is

”back”?

Baseline: driving

Ours: driving is back.

Fig. 6: Failure cases of the clustering approach.

6 Conclusion

The paper presents a new approach to scene text clustering, based on external
knowledge, to address the text-VQA problem. By clustering OCR tokens and
prioritizing spatial alignment of scene text, our approach generates more infor-
mative queries for the knowledge graph. We also show that the information about
grouped tokens can be efficiently transmitted to a multimodal transformer-based
framework through box concatenation embeddings. Our objective and subjec-
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tive evaluations on the Text-VQA dataset demonstrate the significance of the
proposed method, particularly for multi-word answers.
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